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Overview

(1)A brief introduction to the GPs 

(2)Discuss the potential of what we can do with positrons about it, and 

(3)Give a quick update of where we are at the moment (codes up and running, debugged 

and checked, ... currently at the stage of working out simulation studies, etc)



Polarizabilities 
Polarizability: Generalized Polarizabilites (GPs):

Incoming virtual photon

Scattered real photon

Scattered proton

• Polarizability of an object is the 
response of its internal structure to an 
EM field. 

• A fundamental characteristic of the 
proton (Such as mass, size, shape, …) 

• Sensitive to the full excitation of the 
nucleon 

• Accessed experimentally through 
Compton scattering processes

• Access by Virtual Compton Scattering 
(VCS) 

• Two scalar and four vector GPs (αE(Q2) 
& βM(Q2)  and 4 spin GPs) 

• Fourier transform can map out the 
spatial distribution density of the 
polarization induced by an EM field

Scaler GP at the four-momentum  
transferred squared =0 (RCS limit)Q2

PDG



Scalar Polarizabilities

⃗p = αE
⃗E

•External field deforms the charge 
distribution 

•Electric polarizability  reflects 
the rigidity of proton

αE
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Electric Polarizability

⃗m = βM
⃗B

•Paramagnetic: >0, quarks align along 
magnetic field;
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Magnetic Polarizability

•Diamagnetic: <0, pion cloud  induced 
magnetic field in opposite direction

•Partially cancels each other, makes 
value small

βM

Ç
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Interaction of the 
EM field with the 
internal structure 
of the nucleon



Virtual Compton scattering

VCS cross-section = d5σ/(dk′ labdΩ′ elabdΩpcm
)

-incoming electron -virtual photon -initial proton 

-scattered electron -real photon -final proton
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Kinematics of  reactionep → epγ
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VCS process  photon electro-production reaction→
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Electric Scalar GP Magnetic Scalar GP

-  photon longitudinal or EM nature 
-  angular momentum 
-  spin flip or non spin flip

ρ(ρ′ )
L(L′ )
[S = 1,0]

P(ρ′ L′ ,ρL)S(Q2)

GPsElastic FFs



Generalized Polarizabilities

•DR - Dispersion Relation Formalism

•LEX - Low Energy Expansion Below pion threshold

Below & Above pion threshold

Fits to cross section of experimental data

Find best χ2

Extract of  and αE βM

4 spin (vector) GPs Predicted

2 scalar GPs Free parameters
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World Data & Motivation

• Initial theoretical models predicted smooth fall off of  αE • Small values, 1/3 ~ 1/4 of αE

• New experiment can: 

• Address puzzling  enhancement 

• Improve precision

αE

• New experiment can: 
• Improve precision 
• Explore para-& dia-magnetic mechanism inside 

nucleon

• data at  implies non-trivial structureQ2 = 0.33

MAMI-I 1996 & 
MAMI-IV 2005

• Large uncertainties

New Experiment
DR
New Experiment



Theory



New results: GPs



Is there a non-trivial structure?



Q2 dependence of the electric GPs



2.4 σ (98.4% cl)  Hall C

2.9 σ (99.6% cl)  Hall C & MAMI-I combined

Deviation from a dipole fit at Q2 = 0.33 GeV2



New Proposal

Electron Beam of 1.1, 2.2 and 3.3 GeV and ~40 days of beam time 



Nucleon Polarizabilities with Positrons

Beam-Charge Asymmetry

Beam-Spin Asymmetry

Kinematics of  reactionlp → lpγ
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pγ* → pγl → lγ*

 e = lepton beam charge, = polarization λ

 = Real part of the interference between  VCS amplitudesdσINT = Imaginary part of the interference between  VCS amplitudesdσ̃INT

Using electron and positron beams



Nucleon Polarizabilities with Positrons

Q2 = 0.43GeV2

(a)  Beam-charge asymmetry as a function of the photon scattering angle at Q2 =0.43 GeV2


(b) & (c)  The electron and positron beam-spin asymmetry as a function of the photon 
scattering angle for out-of-plane kinematics 

Λα = Λβ = 0.5GeV

Λα = Λβ = 0.7GeV

Λα = Λβ = 0.9GeV

(a) (b) (c)



Summary
• Future measurements can pin down precisely the shape of the structure  (if it exists) and  results will 

be an important input for the theory. 

• On going efforts for a new proposal.

• Measure GPs with positrons: 

✦ Independent method of measurement of these important quantities.  

✦ Software tools to extract theoretical cross sections and asymmetries are ready. 

✦ Simulation work is in progress. 

✦   Studies to identify the feasibility and the optimal Hall and experimental setup at JLab for this 

experiment. Current studies focus on Hall C (SHMS & HMS). 

✦ Once a setup is identified, proceed with optimizing kinematics and measurements. 

✦ Aiming for a LOI at the PAC. 


